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 ART IN THE PARK   MAP Art in the Park Event Map 
MACEWAN STUDIO 

Youth Art Installation– Sponsored by TD 
Bank 

 

BARN STUDIO 

Marlene Knight, Quilling 

Victoria Chaulk, Painting 

Marta Koloszyc, Painting & Accessories 

Urszula Stasikiewicz, Fibre Arts 

Stephen Rose, Painting & Drawing 

 

 WHITE STUDIO 

Leslie Buckle, Painting 

Gabby Tutak and Rey Sandre, Painting & 
Woodwork 

Adriana Rinaldi, Painting 

Amanda Melinz, Painting 

Amrita Virdi  and Jenna Polla, Painting 

 Jean Marie Boutot, Painting 

Nicole van der Oord, Fibre Arts 

 

 RED STUDIO 

Kartik Kaushik, Painting 

Melissa Passmore, Painting 

Ian MacIntyre, Painting  

Gillian Sych, Ceramics 

Heather Smith, Jewellery 

Cathy Klassen, Painting 

Valeria Gorgatti, Painting 

 

YELLOW STUDIO 

Peter Schacht, Painting 

Stuart Godfrey, Painting 

Veronica Lee, Jewellery 

Jenifer Levine, Ceramics 

Denise Lini, Painting 

Debbie Axiak, Painting  

BLUE STUDIO 

Darshana Shah, Painting 

Joyce Campbell,  Jewellery 

Gillian Clarke, Jewellery 

Linh Thai, Illustration & Accessories 

Larissa Hauck, Illustration & Painting 

 

GREEN STUDIO 

Belinda Carmichael, Jewellery 

eXavier Peterson, Printmaking 

Lisa Jayne Irvine, Painting 

Feng Hua Art Group, Painting 

 

ARTIST TENTS 

Alfonso Elsava, Photography 

Karen Reece, Jewellery 

Mike Seifert, Painting 

Mudpyes, Painting 

Mario Beaudoin, Painting 

Lauren Jardine, Jewellery 

 

FOOD VENDORS 

F1-Little Havana Cafe 

F2-Vibes of Tehran 

F3-Twistee Dairy Ice Cream  

 

SPONSORS & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

V3 Art Activity- Sponsored by 

DeSerres and Sam MacDadi Real Estate 
Inc. Brokerage 

 V2 VAM Info Booth 

 V1 VAM Performance Stage– Sponsored 
by  Lorne Park Dental Associates 
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Art in the Park Exhibitors 

 ART IN THE PARK   EXHIBITORS 

BELINDA CARMICHAEL,  JEWELLERY 

ADRIANA RINALDI,  PAINTING 

DEBBIE  AXIAK, PAINTING 

ALFONSO ELSAVA,  PHOTOGRAPHY AMANDA MELINZ,  PAINTING 

AMRITA VIRDI,  PAINTING CATHY KLASSEN,  PAINTING 

DARSHANA SHAH, PAINTING DENISE LINI,  PAINTING 
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Art in the Park Exhibitors 

 ART IN THE PARK   EXHIBITORS 

GILLIAN SYCH, CERAMICS 

FENG HUA  ART  GROUP,  PAINTING GABBY TUTAK, PAINTING 

GILLIAN CLARKE, JEWELLERY HEATHER SMITH, JEWELLERY 

FENG HUA  ART  GROUP,  PAINTING 

IAN MACINTYRE, PAINTING JEAN MARIE BOUTOT, PAINTING JENIFER LEVINE, CERAMICS 
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Art in the Park Exhibitors 

 ART IN THE PARK   EXHIBITORS 

JENNA POLLA, PAINTING JOYCE CAMPBELL,  JEWELLERY KAREN REECE, JEWELLERY 

KARTIK KAUSHIK, PAINTING LARISSA HAUCK, PAINTING LAUREN JARDINE, PAINTING 

LESLIE BUCKLE, PAINTING LINH THAI, ILLUSTRATION  LISA JAYNE IRVINE, PAINTING 
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MARLENE KNIGHT, QUILLING 

ART IN THE PARK   EXHIBITORS 

MARTA KOLOSZYC, PAINTING 

MUDPYES, WOODWORKING MELISSA PASSMORE, PAINTING MIKE SEIFERT, PAINTING 

MARIO BEAUDOIN, PAINTING 

PETER SCHACHT, PAINTING REY SANDRE, WOODWORKING NICOLE VAN DER OORD, FIBRE ARTS 
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Art in the Park Exhibitors 

 ART IN THE PARK   EXHIBITORS 

VERONICA LEE, JEWELLERY 

STEPHEN C. ROSE, PAINTING & 

WOODWORK 

STUART GODFREY, PAINTING  URSZULA STASIKIEWICZ, FIBRE ARTS 

VALERIA GORGATTI, PAINTING  VICTORIA CHAULK, ILLUSTRATION 
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Art in the Park Exhibitors 

ART IN THE PARK   EXHIBITORS BIOS 

Adriana Rinaldi is a painter. Her glazed oil paintings are studies of meditative and methodical 
nature. Her botanical paintings are a celebration of life and its simple beauties.  

Alfonso Eslava is a photographer. After dedicating his life to the care of patients and scientific 
research on tropical medicine, he pursued his passion for art. Alfonso uses digital photography to 
express his love for nature. He currently studies at the New York Institute of Photography; Land-
scape and Professional Photography.  

Amanda Melinz is a painter. Inspired by her life as an equestrian, Amanda paints large -scale 
work of horses, combining both of her passions.  

Amrita Virdi is a painter. Amrita mainly works with oil and collage to convey a whimsical         
narrative that is colourful and surreal. Amrita disrupts everyday images that stimulate the viewer ’s 
attention with strange new colours and forms that make you question and wonder what you are 
looking at. The combination of cursive paint and found images are windows into her conditional   
perceptions of the social world she moves through.  
 
Belinda Carmichael is a jeweller. Her ideas for designs are inspired by nature, and she uses 
line and shape to achieve simple silhouettes in solid silver. Her designs are handmade at a jeweller ’s 
bench here in Mississauga.   

Cathy Klassen is a painter. Cathy works in various media and styles such as landscape and        
abstracts that are  inspired by nature.  

Darshana Shah is a painter. Darshana works with mixed media and resin to make geode inspired 
art and household decorative items such as coasters and boards.  

Debbie Axiak is a painter. Her bright palette extends to a variety of media and styles, ranging 
from abstract, to cityscape, and nature.   

Denise Lini is a painter. Denise is a self -taught artist who in later life, found joy in painting and 
creating. 

eXavier Peterson is a printmaker. eXavier Peterson has a BFA from the OCADU and has been 

making things for as long as she can remember and been a printmaker for over 20 years. Her limited 

edition original prints have been shown internationally, specifically in Japan, China, the USA and in 

Canada.  

Feng Hua Senior Art Group are Chinese brush painters. Their painting capture the         
essence of an  object in a brilliant composition. Adept in painting flowers, fruit and plants, this 
group ’s  paintings are vivid, refreshing and interesting for the viewer.  
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Gabby Tutak is a painter. Gabby works in acrylic, oil, and mixed media. Paintings of land-
scapes, urbanscapes, and nature are inspired by her travels and everyday observations . 

Gi l l ian  Clarke is a jeweller. Her metal jewelry and decorative items are made using  chainmaille      
techniques (linked metal rings). She also makes and sell peyote stitch beadwork items. She enjoys chainmaille as a  
jewelry medium because it is unisex, durable, complex without being fussy, and challenging to make.  

Gi l l ian  Sych is a ceramicist. Gillian Sych of Piatti creates gorgeous decorative pieces that would suit any 
contemporary décor. She shares her passion for colourful fruits and veggie designs; hand carved black and white 
designs; and an all-white ‘bird’s nest’ style.  

Heather  Smith  is a jeweller and painter. Smith works primarily with fluid acrylics, creating one of a kind 
pieces that incorporate paints, inks, semi-precious gemstones and metals. After using fluid acrylic painting, 
Heather developed a unique way to utilize the paint run-off created during her paint process, and incorporates 
this leftover paint in her jewelry designs.  

Ian MacIntyre is a painter. He works primarily with acrylics and his paintings depict his interest in ani-
mals, flowers and nature. He has also painted portraits of people`s pets. Ian attends social groups at Sheridan and 
Community Living Mississauga and has involved his peers in art projects as part of their activities.  

Jean Mar ie  Boutot  is painter. Mostly working in oils and watercolours, Jean Marie  explores rural 
landscapes in her work.  Inspired by trips around Southern Ontario, discovering the patterns and rhythms of the 
landscapes that speak to her most. 

Jenifer  Lev ine is a ceramicist. She recently founded “3DE Creations” which produces 3 dimensional  
ceramic art and she feels that art should always be accessible or available to anyone. Her work studies form, using 
natural shapes and tone as an inspiration.  

 Jenna Pol la  is a painter. Jenna uses acrylic paint, pigments and lines to visually mirror what the inside of 
her head feels like at the time of creation—an air of flightiness and unpredictability, but with an overarching sense 
of serenity. 
Joyce Campbell is a jeweller. Joyce Campbell, creator of high-impact, innovative Janell Jewellery under-

stands the key to making first impressions unforgettable.  Stunning jewellery lifts the bearer from the common-

place to the extraordinary.  It’s the gift that lasts a life time. 

Karen Reece is a jeweller. Working as the artist BeadKRap, her jewellery incorporates lampwork beads. 
Her work is intricate with textures and colours of each bead adding its own unique characteristics to the overall 
vibrant piece. 

Kartik Kaushik is a painter. Kartik is works in oil and acrylics and paints large-scale paintings of horses and   
animals. 

ART IN THE PARK   EXHIBITORS BIOS 
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Larissa Hauck is painter. Since graduating, she has been working fulltime and maintaining a professional     
artistic practice. Many of her artworks have been featured (and continue to be) in regional and national group        
exhibitions as well as a growing number of international exhibitions. 
 

Lauren Jardine is a jeweller. "Malas by Lauren", is the expression of appreciation to Mother Nature for her 
beautiful gifts. Fashioned in the classic mala style, Lauren hand knit the necklaces. Her other jewellery includes    
precious stones to balance and shift the body and mind. Shine your light into the world, and have your jewellery 
match your vibes!  

Leslie Buckle is a painter. The inspiration for her oil paintings comes from places she has been, 
things she has seen and the impressions attached to these experiences. She is a scientist by training 
and uses her background to paint in a photo -realistic way.  

Linh Thai is an illustrator. Linh's illustrations and hand-made objects explore the whimsical. Screen and block 
prints, digital illustrations, greeting cards, pins, zines, and many more experimental things. 

Lisa Jayne Irvine is a sculptor and mixed media artist. Her inspiration is deeply rooted in her Irish ancestry. 
She has an Honours Specialist in the Art & Art History program from the University of Toronto and her Bachelor of 
Education from Queenʼs University. 
 
Marlene Knight is a fibre artist. She quills using trips of paper which are rolled, shaped and 
glued together to create decorative designs which are then used to decorate cards, pictures, jewellery, 
etc.  

Marta Koloszyc is a painter. Marta Koloszyc is an emerging artist who lives and works in Mississauga, ON. Her 
love for the outdoors, especially the Northern Ontario landscape has inspired her to paint en plein air. She works 
primarily in oils and uses bold, vibrant colours in her work. 

Melissa Passmore is a painter. Melissa Passmore is a self-taught artist residing in Elmira, Ontario.  She has 
painted on and off since childhood but has recently made creating art a priority in her life.  Melissa draws inspiration 
from the natural world and strives to show the beauty in movement and the shifting of light over a subject.  She 
loves strong compositions and bold colours.    

Mike Seifert is a painter. Mike is a self -taught resin/mixed media, and abstract artist who    
connects artwork with wildlife.  As an enormous animal enthusiast, he does abstract artwork in form 
of animals, along with realistic landscapes of the greatest beauty our earth has to offer.   

ART IN THE PARK   EXHIBITORS BIOS 
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Art in the Park Exhibitors 

 

Nicole van der Oord is a fibre artist.Nicole is a textile artist. Owner of Fleurtje. Hand-

made, functional bags.   Using vintage fabric, appliqué, upholstery vinyl and leather, she creates 

one of a kind pieces and small collections.   

Peter Schacht is a painter. Peter Schacht is a Kitchener -based Visual Artist who attended 
Sheridan College in Oakville majoring in Interpretive Illustration.  He has contributed his work to 
a number of publications including Today ’s Parent, Golf Digest and Utne Reader and continues to 
explore opportunities in the Illustration field.  

Rey Sandre  is a woodwork artist. Hand carving wood spirits from a variety of local and      
exotic woods to illicit protective sprits forms. He has experience in formal woodcarving of song-
birds and caricatures. Rey participates and shares skills and talents with hosts of carvers in      
Oakville and North Port Florida.  

Stephen C. Rose is a painter and woodcarver. His art takes various forms including          
watercolour painting, pen & ink and wood carving. He considers himself a self -taught artist and 
continually takes  courses to strengthen his techniques.  

Stuart Godfrey  is painter. He is a representational landscape painter and paints from direct 
observation. Nature presents him with it ’s beautiful surroundings and he faithfully tries to        
reproduce it as a 2 dimensional image. Capturing the essence of light, value and colour as       
honestly as he can is what he aims to achieve.  

Urszula Stasikiewicz  is a textile artist. Each bag is made of highly durable, upholstery 
weight fabric of various patterns and designs, making the bags not only very durable but also       
appealing to a variety of personalities.    

 Valeria Gorgatti is a painter. She likes to use acrylics and mixed media to add movements 
and textures to her paintings which creates the opportunity for her art work to be touched and 
felt by everyone, including those who are visually impaired.  

Veronica Lee is a jeweller. She is the owner of Strung Out On Pearls .  Her designs have      
expanded into a semi-precious line using Swarovski crystals, Sterling Silver & Semi -precious beads 
such as Agates, Labradorite, Lapis lazuli, Peridot & Onyx.  

 Victoria Chaulk is a painter and illustrator. She works mostly in the mediums of watercolour, 
ink, and acrylic painting  

ART IN THE PARK   EXHIBITORS BIOS 
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Art in the Park Exhibitors 

 

Food provided by: 

Vibes of Tehran 

ART IN THE PARK   FOOD & DRINK 

Twistee Dairy Ice Cream Truck 

Little Havana Cafe 

 

The Twistee Dairy Ice Cream Truck is our guest ice cream vendor. Grab a 

cone or sundae and enjoy your ice cream while listening to live music in 

the park or while shopping in our art centre! 
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 ART IN THE PARK   ACTIVITIES & ENTERTAINMENT 

FREE ART ACTIVITY!—Community Tree Installation  12 - 3 pm  

Visitors of all ages are invited to try their hand at printmaking. This activity will be guided 
by VAM’s professional Artist Instructors. Come by to make your own nature-inspired print 
using wooden printing blocks. All visitors are invited to share their creation to our commu-
nity tree in the VAM building. 

All materials provided, while quantities last.  

ART INSTALLATION—Foliage 10 am - 4 pm 

Foliage is a site specific installation inspired by plants, flowers and greenery found in 
Riverwood Conservancy.   Collecting reference imagery from the gardens and trails,   
visual artist Jasmine Cardenas translates various native plants into stamps including 
White Pine, Red Oak, Cattails, Eastern White Cedar, Sassafras, Birch, Dogwood Flower, 
Purple Coneflower, and Geranium.  
This eco-friendly installation depicts a vibrant collection of local plants brought together 
reflecting and celebrating the  community working within Riverwood. Using recycled 
foam blocks Cardenas creates prints on newsprint and newspaper. Cardenas invites 
participants to interact with the installation and contribute by creating their own foliage 
to grow apart the work.  
Jasmine Cardenas is a Toronto based Ecuadorian-Canadian multi-disciplinary artist 
working with sculptural paintings, collage and installation. She received her BFA from 
OCAD University (2017). Her work explores themes of cultural hybridity, childhood,   
storytelling and the ways in which we internalize and externalize memory.  

 

TD Bank is proudly sponsoring this year’s VAM Youth Art Installation created by 

artist Jasmine Cardenas.. 

DeSerres and Sam MacDadi Real Eastate Inc. Brokerage is proudly sponsoring this 

year’s VAM Activity. 
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 ART IN THE PARK   ACTIVITIES & ENTERTAINMENT 

LIVE MUSIC! DAKOTA MILL 10:30 am LAS ALMAS 2:30 pm  BRIANNA CORONA 12:45 pm 

Dakota Mill is a Toronto based singer-songwriter it is 
there where he is able to pull inspiration from his    
surroundings in order to channel them into his song-
writing. Following the release of the debut EP “AGES", 
Dakota Mill continued to perform extensively earning 
himself performance slots at Toronto’s Canadian     
Music Week and NXNE along with Burlington’s Sound 
of Music Festival. During his travels he has found    
himself sharing the stage with artists such as a Reuben 
and the Dark, Birds of Bellwoods, The Zolas and more. 
Dakota Mill began recording his follow up record 
“Common Ground” in January of 2019 is set to release 
it in summer of the same year. 

 

Brianna Corona is a 19-year-old Canadian singer/
songwriter-pop artist. She begun taking vocal lessons 
at 6 years old and taught herself to play piano. To 
backup her vocals, she also plays piano, guitar, and 
ukulele. On April 12, 2019, she released yet another 
single, “broken letters”, written by herself and pro-
duced by Jovan Jovanov at Global Music Entertain-
ment. Corona’s EP “Words” is set to be released Au-
gust 30th, 2019. Her collection of 6-songs is written 
based upon heartbreak, addiction, and self-
awareness. Brianna continues to write, collaborate, 
and perform as she prepares for the release of her 
first EP. She strives to make music that will tell stories 
her audience can connect to. 

Las Almas is a new project by acclaimed singer song-

writers Laura Fernandez and Noah Zacharin. Having 
been longtime collaborators and having performed  
together for many years, the two award winning      
musicians have decided to come together on a new 
project called Las Almas: writing and interpreting     
original songs and covers that fit into this new vision, a 
soulful mix of Tex Mex, Americana and Roots music 
with a Latin flavor and melodic style. The sound is     
defined by gorgeous harmonies, beautiful guitar-and-
piano arrangements, and a unique style stemming from 
their diverse influences and love of collaboration. With 
a new EP coming soon, Las Almas will wrap you in their 
magic spell and move you to your soul!  

VAM’s Live Performance 
Stage is proudly   

sponsored by Lorne Park 
Dental Associates.  
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HOW TO FIND US 

DRIVING 

Visual Arts Mississauga is located in Riverwood Park at the  intersection of Burnhamthorpe 

Rd. and The Credit Woodlands/Riverwood Park Lane. West of the Erindale Go Station. All 

guests driving to the event may choose one of three available parking lots in Riverwood 

Park. 

PUBLIC TRANSIT- Using MiWay  

Route #26 Burnhamthorpe 

Delivers you to the entrance of Riverwood at the intersection The Credit Woodlands/

Riverwood Park Lane and Burnhamthorpe. Stop #1127 on the south side (heading east) and 

#1499 (heading west) on the north side of Burnhamthorpe. 

Route #6 Credit  Woodlands  

PARKING AT THE EVENT 

The following parking zones are marked on the satellite map of Riverwood 

Park. 

X Drop off zone only. Accessibility vehicles may drop off  and pick-up passengers 

here.  

X Main parking lot and gravel lot areas have the most availability. Please walk 

through MacEwan Terrace to the VAM building. 

X  Chappell House overflow parking lot. 

X Lower overflow parking lot is the first left in the Riverwood Park entrance. Please be 

aware that this walk is a 10 min walk and requires mobility up a staircase or slight hill. 

 

ART IN THE PARK   DIRECTIONS  
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THANKS TO OUR ART IN THE PARK SUPPORTERS: 

Visual Arts Mississauga gratefully acknowledges funding support from the City of Mississauga,   
and our many corporate sponsors, individual supporters, students, and membership. 

ART IN THE PARK   SUPPORTERS 

Entertainment and Activity Sponsors: 


